HELPFUL S
The Helpful S is an electric transporter with handlebar steering,
with a work capacity of over 8 hours, suitable for moving and
loading up to 400Kg. The two front traction tractor wheels of
430mm and one rear pivot wheel of 330mm with oscillation arm,
allow good balance and grip, making it ideal for transporting
goods on uneven surfaces.
The Helpful S is very handy and suitable for use in factory plants, warehouse storage, and in any other material
movement operation. It is easy to use and increases efficiency. The Helpful S is built using innovative technical
solutions and excellent quality material such as a steel frame, powder coated with exterior paint. It can be
equipped with interchangeable skips or crates. The electronic system that controls the forward and backing
speed is guided by a knob accelerator making the work easier and safe even in narrow places. The Helpful S is
supplied with an extra red lever for safety which allows it to work only in the presence of assigned personnel.

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity - flat surface
Capacity - on a 30% slope
Overall length
Overall height
Overall width
Length between wheels
Weight
Engine
Drive
Forward speed
Reverse speed
Batteries
Battery charger
Average working time
Brakes
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Helpful S
400kg
300kg
1900mm
500mm
785mm
1000mm
125kg
800 watt/ 24 volt
Diff. in oil bath
max 4.5 km/h
max 2 km/h
2 x 80A 5h/ 12 volt
16A high frequency
8 hours
Built-in electro brake

HELPFUL S
ACCESSORIES

Platform removable parapets 695x1250x240

Platform removable parapets 885x1250x240

Platform 800x1250xh750 700Lt

Skip 1210x800xh700 500Lt

Galvanised Skip 300Lt
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